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( 57 ) ABSTRACT 

A system and method for real - time or near - real time pro 
cessing and post - processing of RGB - D image data using a 
handheld portable device and using the results for a variety 
of applications . The disclosure is based on the combination 
of off - the - shelf equipment ( e.g. an RGB - D camera and a 
smartphone / tablet computer ) in a self - contained unit capable 
of performing complex spatial reasoning tasks using highly 
optimized computer vision algorithms . New applications are 
disclosed using the instantaneous results obtained and the 
wireless connectivity of the host device for remote collabo 
ration . One method includes steps of projecting a dot pattern 
from a light source onto a plurality of points on a scene , 
measuring distances to the points , and digitally reconstruct 
ing an image or images of the scene , such as a 3D view of 
the scene . A plurality of images may also be stitched 
together to re - position an orientation of the view of the 
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HANDHELD PORTABLE OPTICAL 
SCANNER AND METHOD OF USING 

CLAIM TO PRIORITY 

[ 0001 ] This application claims priority to and is a con 
tinuation of co - pending U.S. patent application Ser . No. 
14 / 254,648 , filed Apr. 16 , 2014 entitled “ Handheld Portable 
Optical Scanner and Method of Using ” which is herein 
incorporated by reference and assigned to the assignee of the 
present application . U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14/254 , 
648 is a continuation - in - part of U.S. patent application Ser . 
No. 13 / 839,987 , filed Mar. 15 , 2013 , issued as U.S. Pat . No. 
9,332,243 , and also claims priority to , and the benefit of , 
Prov . Appl . 61 / 812,580 , of the same title , filed on Apr. 16 , 
2013 ; both of which are hereby incorporated by reference in 
their entirety . U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 839,987 
claims priority to , and the benefit of , Provisional Application 
61 / 715,223 , filed Oct. 17 , 2012 , which is also incorporated 
by reference in its entirety . 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 

[ 0002 ] The field of this disclosure is that of a system and 
method for obtaining image data via a handheld portable 
optical imaging scanner and for methods of processing the 
image and depth data via a variety of methods . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0003 ] This technique finds its root in imaging systems . 
SUMMARY 

[ 0004 ] One embodiment is a handheld imaging system for 
capturing a multiplicity of images of a scene and determin 
ing a precise location of a plurality of points in each image 
in a coordinate system , in real time . The system includes an 
image capture device for capturing and storing a plurality of 
digital images , a depth computation system for deriving 
depth information for a plurality of arbitrary points in the 
images in real time , a handheld computer system having a 
processor , a display with user interface controls , and a 
communications module , wherein the processor is in com 
munication with said image capture device and a depth 
computation system . The system also includes a non - tran 
sitory computer readable medium having encoded thereon a 
set of instructions executable by the processor to cause the 
image capture device , the spot location system and the 
communications module to perform one or more operations , 
the instructions including capturing a plurality of digital 
images in digital data of a scene and capturing a location for 
a plurality of points in said scene from the image capture 
device and from the depth computation system , storing said 
digital data , combining the plurality of images together to 
form a single 3D model , displaying the single 3D model in 
the mobile handheld device , and manipulating the digital file 
data of the single 3D model according user - based inputs to 
a processing and control system . 
[ 0005 ] Another embodiment is a method for taking a 
plurality of images . The method includes steps of capturing 
a plurality of digital images in digital data of a scene and 
capturing a location for a plurality of points in said scene 
from the image capture device and from a spot location 
system , storing said digital data , combining the plurality of 
images together to form a single 3D model , displaying the 
single 3D model in the mobile handheld device , and manipu 

lating the digital file data according user - based inputs to a 
processing and control system . 
[ 0006 ] Yet another embodiment is a handheld imaging 
system for capturing a multiplicity of images of a scene and 
determining a precise location of a plurality of points in each 
image in a coordinate system , in real time . The system 
includes an image capture device for capturing and storing 
a plurality of digital images , a depth computation system for 
deriving depth information for a plurality of arbitrary points 
in the images in real time , a handheld computer system 
having a processor , a display with user interface controls , 
and a communications module , wherein the processor is in 
communication with said image capture device and the spot 
location system . The system also includes a non - transitory 
computer readable medium having encoded thereon a set of 
instructions executable by the processor to cause the image 
capture device , the spot location system and the communi 
cations module to perform one or more operations , the 
instructions for capturing a plurality of digital images in 
digital data of a scene and capturing a location for a plurality 
of arbitrary points in said scene from the image capture 
device and from the spot location system , storing said digital 
data , combining the plurality of images together to form a 
single 3D model , and manipulating the digital file data 
according user - based inputs to a processing and control 
system , wherein said manipulation step includes relating the 
camera location and pose to a real - world coordinate refer 
ence system . 
[ 0007 ] Another embodiment is a method . The method 
includes steps of capturing an image in digital data with a 
camera , storing digital data of the image on a non - transitory 
computer readable medium , extracting gray values from 
image color channels of the image digital data , creating 
image pyramids from the grey values and from depth data of 
the digital data and computing a scene fitness value using the 
image pyramids . The method also includes steps of predict 
ing a camera pose , aligning the image with each element of 
a first subset of selected keyframes , yielding an aligned pose 
and also yielding a quantity of poses and a corresponding 
quantity of overlap values with respect to the selected 
keyframes , computing a new camera pose estimate using the 
aligned image and the quantity of poses and the quantity of 
overlap values , and creating a keyframe from the digital data 
of the image using the new camera pose estimate when 
desired . The method also includes , after the keyframe is 
created , selecting a second subset of keyframes different 
from the first subset of keyframes and repeating the step of 
aligning with each keyframe of the second subset of key 
frames to yield a plurality of pose values and overlap values , 
deciding for each element of the selected first subset of 
keyframes and the selected second subset of keyframes 
whether new links are required to the keyframe in a key 
frame pose graph , and linking the keyframes . 
[ 0008 ] Other embodiments of the method include a 
method wherein the keyframe is created upon user command 
from the digital image data and the camera pose equal to an 
identity matrix if a set of existing keyframes is empty or a 
camera pose equal to the estimated camera pose if the set of 
existing keyframes is non - empty . In another embodiment of 
this method , the digital image data used to create a keyframe 
comprises a red - green - blue- and depth - channel ( RGB - D ) 
image . Another step of the method includes requesting and 
loading a new digital image from the camera or from the 
non - transitory computer readable medium and using the new 
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digital image to repeat the steps of the previous paragraph . 
Using this method , one can also represent a 3D model 
through a collection of spatially positioned and oriented 
keyframes . Another embodiment further includes correcting 
the digital data of the stored image for characteristics of the 
camera according to a camera calibration . In another 
embodiment , the camera pose is predicted using rotational 
data from the group consisting of : a visual predictor based 
on image optical flow ; data from a digital gyroscope ; a linear 
motion model ; and a combination of these data sources . The 
method for representing a 3D model may further include 
sending data for visualization of the digital images and of the 
3D model to a graphics processing unit . 
[ 0009 ] In another embodiment , after the step of computing 
the new aligned pose , the method may include checking for 
a failure in alignment and if there is a failure in alignment , 
performing a re - localization procedure . If there is no failure 
in alignment , the method may further include preparing a 
real - time correctly oriented visualization in space of a saved 
3D model for a user . In another embodiment , the method 
may further include computing estimates of overlap between 
the aligned image with a selection of keyframes to determine 
whether to create a new keyframe . In accomplishing this 
method , a decision to create a new keyframe is determined 
from data comprising overlap values between the aligned 
image and a selection of keyframes and comprising digital 
depth data from the selection of keyframes . In another 
embodiment , the method further includes reprojecting depth 
data from the digital image into a plurality of keyframes , 
each reprojection using an estimate of a relative pose 
resulting from an alignment step of the depth data with the 
keyframe and a calibration model of the camera . This 
method may also include recomputing depth data for a 
keyframe using a combination of reprojected depth data and 
the existing depth data of the keyframe . 
[ 0010 ] In another embodiment , the method of representing 
a 3D model may include transforming the 3D model from a 
local coordinate system to another coordinate system using 
digital images of physical targets acquired with the image , 
wherein the target is selected from the group consisting of : 
a checkerboard target ; a QR code or QR - like code ; and a 
user - selected point . This method may further include add 
ing , updating , differencing or refining geometry of a pre 
existing 3D model with data acquired from the camera using 
a spatial pose of a visible target for positioning and orien 
tating the camera in space , the visible target being also 
present in the 3D model , the 3D model selected from the 
group consisting of a plurality of digital images or key 
frames , a spatial dataset and a CAD file . This method may 
also include a step in which a position and an orientation of 
the camera for the existing 3D model is determined based on 
a localization procedure using an alignment algorithm that 
minimizes geometric and photometric alignment error . In 
methods using a 3D model , the pre - existing 3D model may 
be loaded either from a digital storage medium or from 
another computer accessible through a computer network . In 
another embodiment , the method may further include 
appending an additional image to a set of linked keyframes , 
the additional image selected from the group consisting of 
3D data captured with the camera ; 3 - D data captured by a 
laser scanner ; and data from a 3D model or CAD software . 
In another embodiment in which images are represented 
with a 3D model , the method may further include represent 

ing the 3D model in a compressed manner by compressing 
digital image data of keyframes into a lossless format . 
[ 0011 ] Another embodiment of the present disclosure is an 
apparatus . The apparatus is useful for performing the meth 
ods described above , and for collecting a plurality of spa 
tially positioned and oriented keyframes and representing 
the collection of spatially positioned and oriented keyframes 
as a 3D model . The apparatus may include an RGB - D 
camera for capturing and storing a plurality of digital 
images , the RGB - D camera including a depth computation 
system for deriving depth information for a plurality of 
arbitrary points in the digital images in real time . The 
apparatus may also include a handheld computer system 
having a processor , a display with user interface controls , 
and a communications module , wherein the processor is in 
communication with the camera and the depth computation 
system and a non - transitory computer readable medium 
having encoded thereon a set of instructions executable by 
the processor to cause the RGB - D camera , the depth com 
putation system , the handheld computer system and the 
communications module to perform one or more operations 
to gather the plurality of digital images and the depth 
information to form the 3D model , the 3D model suitable for 
presentation to a user on a user interface , the 3D model also 
suitable for appending additional data to update the 3D 
model . 
[ 0012 ] Another embodiment of the present disclosure is a 
method . The method includes steps of capturing an image in 
digital data with a camera , storing the image on a non 
transitory computer readable medium , correcting the stored 
image for characteristics of the camera , analyzing the cali 
brated frame and extracting scene information from the 
calibrated frame , determining a position and an orientation 
in space of the imager with respect to the image and a 3D 
reference frame and aligning the imager in accordance with 
the step of analyzing , preparing a 3D model with the image 
and the determined position and orientation in space , the 3D 
model suitable for presentation and capturing an additional 
image in digital data with the camera and adding data from 
the additional image to the 3D model . In another embodi 
ment , the camera comprises a Red - Green - Blue - Depth 
imager . In another embodiment , the method further includes 
preprocessing the image before the step of analyzing . In 
another embodiment , the method includes a step of analyz 
ing a quality of the position and orientation in space and 
adjusting the position and orientation in space . In yet another 
embodiment , the method includes generating a new 3D 
reference frame using the image after the step of determin 
ing . The method may also include presenting the 3D model 
on a user interface . 
[ 0013 ] Another embodiment of the present disclosure is 
also a method . The method includes step of capturing an 
image in digital data with a camera , storing data of the image 
on a non - transitory computer readable medium , analyzing a 
calibrated frame and extracting scene information from the 
calibrated frame , determining a position and an orientation 
in space of the imager with respect to the image and a 3D 
reference frame and aligning the imager in accordance with 
the step of analyzing , preparing a 3D model with the image 
and the determined position and orientation in space , the 3D 
model suitable for presentation and capturing an additional 
image in digital data with the camera and adding data from 
the additional image to the 3D model . In another embodi 
ment , the method includes using existing data as the 3D 
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reference frame for orienting the image . In yet another 
embodiment , the method includes storing the image on a 
non - transitory computer readable medium at a remote loca 
tion . 
[ 0014 ] These examples are not intended to be limiting , but 
rather illustrative of the capabilities of our system . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0015 ] The disclosure and the following detailed descrip 
tion of certain embodiments thereof may be understood by 
reference to the following figures : 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 1 depicts a system block diagram in an 
embodiment of the present disclosure . 
[ 0017 ] FIGS . 2A - 2B depict system block diagrams for 
embodiments of components of the present disclosure 
including an image capture and depth map determiner . 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 3 depicts a flowchart for operational use of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0019 ] FIGS . 4A - 4D depict a series of flowcharts for the 
internal steps performed by the image capture operating 
system in deriving a three - dimensional representation of a 

[ 0027 ] The main components of the product are shown in 
FIG . 1 , System Block diagram 100. The user desires to 
capture a scene of interest 101. The Image Capture and 
Depth Determiner 102 is used for capturing multiple images 
of a scene along with a depth map for each scene . A 
handheld tablet or smartphone 110 is used for implementing 
a 3D rendering system and operating the complete system . 
The tablet or smartphone is configured to enable a user to 
operate the image capture device , to obtain a data stream of 
images with depth map information for the image , which 
may include depth information for pre - determined spots in 
the image , and to perform any of a number of image 
manipulations based on additional software available to the 
tablet / smartphone computer . The handheld computer has 
programs for its internal operations and applications pro 
grams for managing the image capture and various process 
ing tasks . Software for improved image processing 140 
includes programs that can capture and deliver image and 
depth information , combine multiple images into a single 
3D model for viewing , analyzing , and managing . Software 
for image and model manipulation and management in real 
time . 160 is another main embodiment of the disclosure . 
Additional software is available for performing many other 
functions on the captured and combined images , for a 
variety of purposes . The features and functions of each of 
these components are next described in detail . 

scene . 

[ 0020 ] FIG . 5 is a list of the various programs in several 
embodiments of the disclosure . 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 6 illustrates color / depth maps as seen from 
keyframes useful in representing 3 - D scenes using 2 - D 
image maps . 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 7 illustrates keyframe representations taken 
from different points of view in a scene . 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 8 illustrates a file structure format in which 
the file header contains general scene information . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
DISCLOSURE 

[ 0024 ] The following is a written description of the pres 
ent disclosure , and of the manner and process of making and 
using it , in such full , clear , concise , and exact terms as to 
enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains , or 
with which it is most nearly connected , to make and use the 
same , and sets forth the best mode contemplated by the 
inventors of carrying out the disclosure . 
[ 0025 ] Image capture systems for use in documenting the 
as - built condition of a structure or the shape and contours of 
an object are well - known in the arts . However , most do not 
operate in real time and are not configured for intensive 
image manipulation in the field . This disclosure includes a 
portable , handheld 3D image capturing system that enables 
creation of ready - to - use 3D models in seconds . The system 
of the present disclosure provides high resolution , real - time 
3D images with high frame rate of capture . Thus , it is 
capable of capturing scenes with moving parts , or when the 
image capture device itself is in motion . High precision 
location of objects and features are provided , with millime 
ter and sub - millimeter accuracy . 
[ 0026 ] The workflow for operation and integration into the 
daily set of tasks involved in 3D image capture is stream 
lined and simplified , thus improving user productivity . The 
3D image capture system is small , light - weight and 
extremely easy to use . A user can have a 3D model of a scene 
stored in memory and displayed on a local screen in a few 
seconds . Examples of typical workflows are shown in FIGS . 
4A - 4D . 

Image Capture and Depth Map Determiner 102 
[ 0028 ] In an embodiment , the 3D imager comprises a 
Red - Green - Blue - Depth ( RBD - D ) camera as the principal 
sensor , operated by and with a tablet computer or a smart 
phone . The camera is configured to operate with a Struc 
tured - Light depth map determination system . Alternatively , 
the camera may be configured to operate with a Time - of 
Flight depth map generator . Sensors provide depth map data 
in real time using inexpensive components . 
[ 0029 ] Structured Light depth map imaging systems are 
available from PrimeSense , an Israeli company which sup 
plies components to the Microsoft Kinects system for detect 
ing a user's body parts position and movements , as part of 
their product offerings . More information may be found at 
www.primesense.com . A specialized infrared light beam 
system 103 broadcasts a dot pattern toward a scene of 
interest , delivering a series of tiny dots that illuminate the 
objects in the scene . The number and spacing of the dots 
defines the resolution obtainable . An imager 104 , similar to 
what is found in digital cameras , captures the scene and the 
illuminating dots in a special sensor , called the PS1080 . 
Imager 104 includes an image capture lens and a CMOS 
sensor . The sensor derives a synchronized depth image , a 
color image , and optionally an audio data stream . 
[ 0030 ] See FIGS . 2A - 2B for additional details . FIG . 2A 
depicts a block diagram of the components of a PrimeSense 
image capture and depth map determiner 200. Components 
include a microprocessor 201 , with an IR light transmitting 
capability 203 and a depth - determining CMOS functionality 
205. If audio is desired , an audio section 208 may include 
one or more microphones 209 and one or more , possibly 
several , audio sources 211 , for generating and detecting 
sound to accompany the image or images taken . The system 
may also include separate memory 213 or portable memory 
215 , such as the USB flash drive shown . The depth map is 
created in real time for each captured image . Module 102 
may also include a custom processor 105 , which may 
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include a control portion 106 and storage 107 for color and 
depth information . FIG . 2B depicts a PrimeSense image 
capture and depth map determiner system 230. The system 
includes a light source 231 and light detector 233 to illu 
minate target of interest 235 and detect light reflected from 
the target 235. The system control 237 may include a 
microprocessor 239 with its own memory 241 and input / 
output systems 243 . 
[ 0031 ] Similarly , fully integrated sensors 108 for perform 
ing Time - of - Flight ( TOF ) distance measurements without 
any moving parts are available from the PMD Technologies 
Co. in Siegen , Germany . More information about these 
systems may be found at www.pmdtec.com . The sensor 
generates a modulated optical signal , and measures time of 
flight directly . 
[ 0032 ] For example , the PMD PhotonICs 19k - S3 chipset 
obtains distance measurements to each pixel instantly , thus 
providing both a 3D representation of each pixel in view in 
the scene , as well as grey scale illumination data , simulta 
neously . Data from the chipset may be read out at rates of 15 
MPixels / second . PMDTech also offers a complete camera 
system called the CamBoard , which is the first USB pow 
ered single board 3D TOF camera . Other companies with 
similar products include SoftKinetic and MESA Imaging . 
The capture rate for these sensors permits image frame 
capture at rates up to 60 frames / second ( fps ) . These sensors 
do not provide the same level of resolution that more 
complicated and more expensive scanners can provide . 
However , with the combining system employed in various 
embodiments of the disclosure , many of the limitations are 
overcome . 
[ 0033 ] Multiple image capture devices may be used and 
their data streams delivered to the handheld / tablet or smart 
phone computer device . Image capture devices from alter 
nate suppliers may be employed to deliver image data as 
well . For example , robots carrying imagers can be employed 
in hard - to - reach places such as tunnels or sewer systems . 
[ 0034 ] Handheld Tablet / Smartphone for Implementing a 
3D Rendering System and Operating the Complete System 
[ 0035 ] In an embodiment of the present disclosure , the 
tablet computer , handheld computer , or smartphone shown 
at 110 serves as the user interface for controlling the image 
sensor and depth capture sensor subsystem 102. The tablet 
computer may be any of the products offered on the market 
such as the iPad by Apple Computer , the Galaxy III by 
Samsung , and many others . Similarly , an embodiment of the 
present disclosure may be realized with a smartphone such 
as an iPhone , offered by Apple Computer , or the Galaxy 
family of smartphones offered by Samsung , or various 
Android phones offered by the HTC company of Taiwan or 
the Razr offer by Motorola . All of these products contain an 
operating system 130 configured to run and manage the 
tablet itself , and to implement a host of applications such as 
those in embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0036 ] The essential elements of a handheld computer are 
the ability to operate it while holding it in one or two hands , 
without any additional support ; to be able to see the resultant 
two - dimensional ( 2D ) image as captured by the image / depth 
capture module 102 , on a display 116 ; and to be able to input 
control information and commands via either a touch screen 
( also at 116 ) or an optional keyboard at 117. An audio output 
118 is also desirable , if not absolutely necessary . The pro 
cessor 111 available in current tablet computers has suitably 
fast clock operations , greater than 1.0-1.4 GHz , to facilitate 

real time operation of the image / depth capture system and 
process the image and depth data , to provide a visible image 
in near - real to real time . Additional features and functions 
common in most if not all of such handheld computers 
available today and connected on bus 112 may include a 
second internal camera 113 , a communications system 114 
further comprising at least one of a cellular telephony link , 
a cellular data link , and a Wi - Fi link . 
[ 0037 ] Software such as Operating System 130 contains 
applications for operating these accessory functions , along 
with data management and storage in ROM 119 , RAM 120 , 
and Data storage 121 , which may comprise an external 
memory device like a USB memory stick , or any other 
suitable non - volatile storage medium . Besides the operating 
system , software may include image processing software 
suite 140 , image and data management software suite 160 , 
and a suite of software for imager calibration 190. As 
outlined below , each of these may include a variety of 
separate programs . In an embodiment of the present disclo 
sure , audio capture via the custom processor 105 and audio 
playback via software in the operating system 130 enable 
capture and playback of sounds during image capture as 
well . This feature facilitates verbal note - taking while per 
forming the image data capture if so desired . While the 
computer may be handheld , a local positioning system 115 
or aiming system may also be used 
[ 0038 ] Software for Image Capture and Rendering to 
Form a 3D Data Set 
[ 0039 ] A number of software programs useful in the 
present disclosure are listed in FIG . 5. In an embodiment , 
image processing software 140 is provided for using a 
stream of RGB - D video frames to form the combined 3D 
data set . These include Program 141 , Image Capture and 
Pre - processing , one of the group of applications 140 , the 
Computer Vision and Scanning suite . For capturing and 
rendering , the suite includes a real - time RGB - D image 
visualization program , Program 142 shown in FIG . 5 as part 
of Image Processing suite 140. The software may be con 
figured to operate on a portable handheld device like a tablet 
computer or a smartphone . 
[ 0040 ] In an embodiment , new stitching or combining 
software is used to automatically merge two or more images 
together to form a composite 3D model . With this software 
tool , a model may be created from one or more images taken 
from different viewpoints in the scene . The result forms the 
basis for creating a panoramic image . This process is done 
in real - time , on - the - fly , so that the user can , at any time , 
view the formed 3D model , even during capturing , from a 
variety of viewpoints . This includes the current viewpoint of 
the attached camera , resulting in an Augmented - Reality 
style visualization . The instant 3D model formation enables 
a user to see exactly where additional data points might be 
taken , and enables the user to point the camera to the desired 
region in need of more detail . In other words , holes in the 
image of the scene can be fixed on the fly . Additionally , the 
quality of the data in the scene can be assessed , and 
additional images from different viewpoints can be obtained 
as needed . 
[ 0041 ] Elements of the software include suggestions for 
user - initiated actions to complete a portion of a scanned 
image , including directions to aim the image capture device . 
Because of the power of the combining algorithms used , 
including the capability of 3 - D reconstruction , images 
obtained from other instruments with differing levels of 
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detail may also be inputted into the tablet or smartphone 
computer system . The advantage of fast combining or mod 
eling means that field adjustments and retakes can be done 
in near real - time with these other instruments as well as with 
the instant system . Image capture devices which also pro 
duce 3D depth maps along with greyscale or color images , 
such as those built by Trimble Navigation Limited , FARO , 
Z + F , and so forth may be inputted to this system . 
[ 0042 ] The software provides an integrity metric to indi 
cate when there is not enough data to perform a decent 
combining or 3 - D modeling operation or to obtain registra 
tion of particular image with a previously declared registra 
tion point in the image . The declared registration point may 
be obtained from an arbitrary model , either from a Com 
puter - Aided Design ( CAD ) model or a 3D point cloud 
model . The user interface is changed in a way that the user 
sees or is notified where there is not enough data captured in 
the scene as the scene is being combined or modeled . 
[ 0043 ] In an embodiment , in Program 143 for example , 
the software is configured for real - time alignment of 3D 
derived data with an RGB image , thus putting a high 
resolution photo image into spatial context with the 3D 
derived spatial data . In another embodiment , the software in 
Program 144 is configured to enable a user to compare the 
collected or imaged data to the RGB frame , showing the 
difference in a way or method that shows the user , on the 
User Interface ( UI } where data does not match the RGB 
position . This may be due to an inability of the ranging 
system to extract the distance for each illumination dot in the 
image frame , based on the color , reflection or other envi 
ronmental condition of the scene . This may be due to a 
variety of causes , such as lack of surface illumination , too 
much illumination , ripping or tearing of the surface edge , or 
a need for more image data . This may be done in real time 
with the results displayed and made available , for example , 
in an augmented reality ( AR ) situation . Program 145 
includes additional capabilities for processing and register 
ing images in post - processing operations , with capabilities 
for real - time results and displays with AR applications . 
[ 0044 ] Software for Image Manipulation and Management 
in Real Time 
[ 0045 ] A suite of software programs 160 are available to 
the user for performing a number of different operations on 
the captured and / or processed images with the associated 3D 
information . In one embodiment , a 3D Modeler software 
algorithm , Program 161 processes a real - time RGB - D , a 
range or depth map data stream on the handheld computer 
system , to create a 3D model of the recorded scene , as the 
user captures the data . The frames or a group of frames are 
used to reconstruct the scene as the device is moving through 
the scene . In contrast to the disclosure described in points 27 
to 29 , this point describes a formed 3d model with basic 
geometric primitives ( polygons , planes , cylinders , boxes , 
etc. as used in common CAD systems ) as opposed to having 
individual 3d points . In constructing the 3D - primitive 
model , not all points may be used from each frame , but the 
best points are selected , which may include all the points in 
the image as a reference for the stitching or registration from 
frame to frame or used when geo - referencing in other data 
as a registration anchor . The 3D Modeler program also may 
add its data to the RGB image data in a seamless combina 
tion . The 3D Modeler program may add its data to a 
pointcloud 3D model , or to a panoramic stitched image , or 
to both . 

[ 0046 ] In program 162 ( suite 160 ) an existing 3D CAD 
model or 3D point cloud model is obtained and displayed in 
a manner relating to the current scene capture . For example 
a virtual model can be registered with the just - captured , 
processed , and fused 3D model . For visualization a virtual 
camera is used that can take on any desired viewpoint . If the 
current viewpoint of the camera during capturing is used for 
visualization , the visualization mode is generally referred to 
as Augmented Reality ( AR ) . The existing model may be 
downloaded via the communication link from a remote 
library or storage facility , as may be found in Cloud storage . 
In another embodiment , new data may be captured and 
added to an existing model . The user can select one or more 
points , or groups of points by selecting from the data of the 
scene as shown on the User Interface ; alternatively , the user 
may select a pre - determined set of range data . The user can 
define known values in the data , example , a sphere or target 
of some known type that has either a current geo - referenced 
position or a point , group of points , or a derived location 
from a set of points into a known transform . 
[ 0047 ] In another embodiment , software algorithms are 
provided to enable a user to extract known shapes or a 
particular geometry , such as Program 163 in suite 160 , from 
a captured image of a scene , and to export a definition that 
allows the shape to be reconstructed on another remote 
device , like a desktop computer , or another smartphone or 
tablet . Alternatively , the extracted and modeled shape can be 
stored in a remote storage facility , and used in another 
program that places the object in a specified geo - referenced 
model of the current scene . 
[ 0048 ] In another embodiment of an available software 
algorithm , Program 164 in suite 160 , a user may operate a 
program that is configured to determine and visually display 
differences between the scanned captured model and a 
pre - existing model . This is particularly useful for comparing 
the as - built condition of a structure or object with the desired 
design specification . 
[ 0049 ] In an embodiment of an available software algo 
rithm , program 165 , a user may operate a program config 
ured to perform a transform of captured data for a particular 
scene to an externally provided model of a desired design for 
such a scene . With this program , the newly captured scene 
data may be matched to the design coordinate reference 
frame . 
[ 0050 ] In another embodiment of an available software 
algorithm , a user may operate a program configured to 
perform real - time data streaming via a communications link , 
Program 166 , to a remote storage facility , or to a remote 
computer for display and manipulation by another person . 
This operation enables joint sharing of instant image data , 
for improved workflow involving making changes , taking 
new image capture operations , and sharing observations 
about the results . The communications link may be config 
ured to include voice communications as well as the image 
data communications . This type of communications - based 
image / operational information sharing enables a central 
manager to supervise and review one or more remote data 
collection operations in real time or near - real - time . Addi 
tional features include the ability to direct data transfers 
from and to other image capture devices as may be associ 
ated with a given handheld computer system . 
[ 0051 ] In another embodiment of an available program , 
Program 167 , one or more basic RGB - D images may be 
transmitted directly without performing an integration of the 
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RGB - D frames into a 3D model in the capturing computer . 
Instead the model creation may be carried out remotely at a 
Cloud - based server and made available to other interested 
parties via cloud access . This transmission and conversion 
process may be done in real time as the data is collected . 
Alternatively it may be done in a post - processed operation , 
and any or all of the data may be extracted from a storage 
facility , locally on the tablet , or stored in a remote storage 
facility such as a cloud - based service , and manipulated in a 
remote location by another interested party . 
[ 0052 ] In addition , in an embodiment , one or more basic 
RGB - D frames may be compressed and streamed to a 
remote location for storage and further processing , as 
described above . In another embodiment , the program is 
configured to enable the user to select individual frames for 
transmission to the remote facility for storage or viewing 
and manipulation . In yet another embodiment , a program 
168 is available for providing a registration geo - reference 
point to incorporate and match to a selected location point in 
a captured image . 
[ 0053 ] In another embodiment , an available program 169 
is configured to extend and fill in an existing 3D model with 
newly recorded 3D data . The new data is manipulated by the 
software algorithm that it bends seamlessly with the 
pre - existing data . In another embodiment , a program 170 is 
available to extract surface angles from captured RGB - D 
imagery in real - time and to provide immediate visualization 
of the surface angles . The program is further configured to 
create an augmented reality ( AR ) form for the display of the 
angles . 
[ 0054 ] The Handheld Portable Computer : Tablet , Smart 
phone , or Notebook 
[ 0055 ] The handheld computer as described above may 
comprise a tablet computer of the kind available from Apple 
Computer , ASUS , Samsung , Blackberry , Microsoft , and the 
like . The handheld computer may comprise a Smartphone of 
the type offered by Apple Computer , Samsung , Nokia , HTC , 
Blackberry , and the like . The handheld computer may com 
prise a Notebook type of portable computer with a suitable 
form factor forhandheld operation and manipulation , such 
as provided by ASUS , Sharp , HP , Dell , and the like . The 
handheld computer may be configured to record and display 
data from or more image capture devices , sequentially 
or simultaneously . 
[ 0056 ] A display software program 171 is available to 
provide one or more graphical user interfaces for operating 
the various programs cited previously . Graphical user inter 
faces ( GUIS ) may be embedded in each of the operating 
programs . Housekeeping functions such as changing a view 
point for a model , trimming or extending the data , convert 
ing between formats , seeking and displaying additional 
information , running simulations , are included . Program 172 
is configured to provide and manage on - screen images for 
Post - Capture visualization . 
[ 0057 ] Program suite 190 is configured to provide a cali 
bration suite of program for calibrating the imager . 1 
contains Program 191 for calibration of projective images , 
and Program 192 for calibration of depth for structured light 
systems . 
[ 0058 ] Flow Charts 
[ 0059 ] FIG . 3 depicts a flow chart 300 demonstrating a 
workflow for multiple operations of the imager / computer 
system , in a typical field operation . The real - time capture 
and manipulation made possible by the combination of fast 

hardware and fast software make all the steps recited in FIG . 
3 possible . The start of the work flow begins , in this 
example , with an RGB / Image capable tablet computer , or 
other suitable digital imager . If the scene of interest is 
viewed 301 remotely , the image frame ( s ) are streamed 303 
to a remote system . If the remote is a cloud server 305 , the 
scene or scenes are combined 313 , using an algorithm from 
a remote tablet or computer on the cloud server . If the image 
is not being viewed 311 in real time , e.g. , the user is working 
with stored data , still with a remote system 311 , the scenes 
or images are combined 313 , as noted , using the algorithm 
from a tablet or other suitable computer on the cloud server . 
The images may then be used as is or subjected to further 
post - processing . If the image is being viewed in real time 
307 , a frame tool is used that allows the user to pull frames 
out of the data , pulling out the desired number of frames to 
make a model or point cloud 309 for the desired image or 
images . The images preferably conform to industry standard 
formats 315. If the images do conform , the data may be 
saved using 317 industry - standard point - cloud formats for 
the images . As noted in FIG . 3 , these may include a number 
of engineering construction formats 318 , entertainment for 
mats 320 , such as gaming formats , or security formats 322 , 
such as those for law enforcement or the military . 
[ 0060 ] If the user , on the other hand , is present at the 
scene , then frames or images are combined in real time 321 
and 3 - D model is created and stored locally or on a remote 
drive . If additional processing is desired , such as for creating 
composite images or for manipulating the images , a check 
may be made 323 as to whether data exists , e.g. , position or 
location data , that would allow registration of the image or 
images , such as to allow stitching . If not , the scene or image 
is saved as is 325. If data exists that would allow registra 
tion , then one or more existing images , scenes , points or 
CAD data is used as a geo - reference system 327. The data 
is then aligned or registered to the base or anchor data in real 
time by imaging over the existing data to define a transform 
329 , and the data is then saved 325. Reference systems 
include but are not limited to : GPS , WGS - 84 and NAD83 . 
Reference systems may also include local northing and 
easting , such as from a county reference system , and may 
also include any convenient datum , such as a local on - site 
reference spot , like the cornerstone of a new building , the 
pupils of a person's eyes , and the like . 
[ 0061 ] Additional flowcharts for image processing are 
also detailed in FIGS . 4A - 4C . In FIG . 4A , steps are dis 
closed for internal operations for image capture and pro 
cessing . The process 400 for FIG . 4A includes a first step 
401 in which a new RGB - D frame has been taken and is 
available for processing . The depth channel may be cor 
rected 402 according to the camera calibration . Grey values 
are created or extracted 403 from the image color channels 
and image pyramids are created 404 for both the grey 
channel and the depth channel . In the next step , the structure 
of the current RGB - D frame is analyzed 405 , using a coarser 
pyramid value if speed is desired . A scene fitness value is 
computed that corresponds to the condition number of the 
covariance matrix computed by aligning the frame against 
itself under 6 - dof pose movement . 
[ 0062 ] The fitness value describes the system's ability to 
perform real - time frame alignment using the given RGB - D 
frame . The current camera pose is predicted 406 using the 
final estimated pose from the last iteration . Also used in 
predicting the current camera pose is a visual predictor , data 
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from a system gyroscope or a linear motion model . A pose 
is a camera position and orientation in space , typically 
described by a 3 - vector for its translation and a 3x3 ortho 
normal matrix for its rotation . Then , a set S of N existing 
keyframes is selected 407 for alignment with the estimation 
of the current camera pose . S is determined by a breadth - first 
search in the keyframe graph starting with the current active 
keyframe . The next steps are taken in parallel , with data for 
visualization and noise reduction ( including RGB - D for the 
current frame ) uploaded 408 to the graphics processor unit 
( GPU ) . At the same time , the current RGB - D frame is 
aligned 409 to each of the keyframes in the selected set S , 
using the predicted pose P as a starting point . The alignment 
step minimizes geometrical and photometrical alignment 
error between a frame pair over 6 - dof pose variation fol 
lowing the motion of points under lie algebra se ( 3 ) . The 
result of this step is the desired number ( N ) of pose updates , 
one for each keyframe in the set , and the same number , N , 
of overlap values between the current RGB - D frame and the 
particular keyframe . 
[ 0063 ] Depending on host device capabilities two optional 
intermediate steps may be performed before step 409 to 
improve the quality of the camera pose estimate and reduce 
pose - drift throughout the entire capture . As shown in FIG . 
4B , step 408A , a predicted RGB - D frame F is rendered on 
the GPU , using RGB - D data of the keyframes in S and the 
pose of the current active keyframe and the relative key 
frame poses in S with respect to the active keyframe . The 
pose estimate P is then updated or improved using dense 
alignment of the current RGB - D frame against F. The 
execution of the steps of 408A depends on the availability of 
suitable computer languages for the host device GPU . The 
process then continues to step 409 , as discussed above , and 
then to step 410. From the best available camera pose 
estimate P and a set of N computed individual per - keyframe 
relative poses , a new camera pose estimate P + is computed 
using a weighted average of all the input poses . 
[ 0064 ] A third flowchart 460 for another part of the 
method for image capture and image processing is depicted 
in FIG . 4C . After P + is computed , alignment metrics are 
analyzed 461 , including a normalized geometrical RMS 
alignment error , the number of occluded points and the 
overlap value . Alignment metrics from all the previous 
alignment steps are analyzed and a re - localization procedure 
is entered 465 if the analysis suggests an alignment failure . 
In that case , none of the following steps are performed . 
[ 0065 ] If the alignment is good the keyframe in S with the 
highest amount of overlap with respect to the current frame 
becomes the new active keyframe . If certain conditions or 
criteria are met 462 , a new keyframe is created 463 as 
desired from the current RGB - D data and the current esti 
mated pose , and is included in the model and becomes the 
active keyframe . The criteria are based on the computed N 
overlap values , the current camera pose and the poses of the 
N keyframes . If the criteria not met , the process goes directly 
to steps 467 , 469 in parallel , as discussed below . The criteria 
may include a number of requirements . One useful criteria 
includes a predicted overlap of a first frame A and second 
frame B. A high amount of matching visual or geometrical 
features , or both , are extracted from frame A and frame B. 
The matches should be consistent with a relative pose 
between A and B. 
[ 006 ] If the criteria are met , a new keyframe is created 
463 a set Tof Mkeyframes is selected from the model based 

on criteria of step 462. Step 409 is performed on T and each 
keyframe in T that yields a high overlap value will be linked 
464 to the new keyframe with its relative pose in the 
keyframe graph . Every keyframe of set S that has yielded 
good alignment results will be additionally linked to the new 
keyframe in the keyframe - graph Next , two steps should take 
place in parallel . A new RGB - D frame is requested and 
loaded 467 from the sensor for the next frame . In addition , 
an augmented - reality visualization is drawn 469 using the 
current estimated camera pose and the spatial scene data that 
has been uploaded to the GPU . Subsequently , on the GPU , 
the current frame depth data is reprojected 471 into teach of 
the N selected keyframes , using the current estimated pose 
and the camera calibration model . The depth data of the 
keyframes is recomputed incorporating the new measured 
depth data from the current frame . 
[ 0067 ] A fourth flowchart is depicted in FIG . 4D . This is 
an abbreviated process for steps for image capture and 
image processing . A first step is to capture 481 a new 
RGB - D frame using the imager . The captured RGB - D frame 
is pre - processed 482 according to the particular imager 
calibration . The calibrated RGB - D frame is then analyzed 
483 and general scene information is extracted . The frame is 
then used to determine 484 the current camera pose or 
orientation with respect to one or more RGB - D reference 
frames , that is , to align the frame . The results of the 
alignment are then used to analyze 485 the quality of the 
pose estimate . On system request , the estimated pose and the 
current RGB - D frame are then used to precision align 486 
existing reference frames , and a new reference frame is then 
generated 487 from the current RGB - D frame . The esti 
mated pose and the current RGB - D frame are then used to 
extend , improve and / or sculpt 488 the existing 3D model . 
The user interface on the screen is then updated 488 with the 
newly computed results . The results may be used for 
optional augmented reality style visualization with suitable 
equipment . In addition , the process may be repeated 490 as 
often as desired for better alignment . 
Closeup Utility for Human Physiognomy 
[ 0068 ] In an embodiment , the integrated 3D imager can be 
used to capture and provide measurements of human or 
animal physiognomy . Measurements for eyeglasses and 
contacts can easily be obtained with millimeter accuracy . 
Detailed maps of the head , the cornea , eyes , ears , and the 
like may be captured in a few seconds . Similarly , 3D 
imagery of other body parts may be obtained , for use in 
making prosthetics , or for use by plastic surgeons in creating 
models for making adjustments to one's physiognomy or for 
providing surgical repair for accidents or other damages . 
[ 0069 ] As an example of a typical operation , one may first 
measure the eyes and nose of a person . From that informa 
tion , the separation between eyes , the interpupillary dis 
tance , can be found . The shape and size of the nose can be 
found . The location and size of the ears relative to the 
location of the eyes and nose can be found , including the 
distances , so a pair of eyeglass temples can be specified . 
Models of eyeglass frames may be selected by a buyer from 
a catalog . Digitally stored 3D models of the frames can be 
overlaid in the image to check for fit and to see if they suit 
the buyer . Such a service could be an aid to selling eye care 
products . In another embodiment , the image of the person's 
face can be inverted so that the person sees what he would 
see in a mirror . 
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Scene Compression , Efficient Scene Storage / Compression 
in Binary Data Format 
[ 0070 ] A classic problem with 3D point cloud data is large 
resulting file sizes when stored in an uncompressed manner . 
Efficiently compressing point clouds however is only pos 
sible when there is structure in the data that can be used to 
extract and ( and compress ) redundancy in the data . 
[ 0071 ] Since the software in the main invention uses 
“ Keyframes ” to represent the 3D scene and to model the 
necessary structure for compression , it is given in the form 
of 2D image maps . Keyframes are regular 2 - dimensional 
RGB color images taken from different viewpoints in the 
scene . Every keyframe also has a depth map attached to it 
that carries depth information for each pixel . Depth is 
defined as distance of a point to the camera center along the 
camera optical axis . Depth maps and color images are 
registered so that for each pixel in the color image its depth 
can be looked up at the corresponding pixel in the depth 
image . In addition each keyframe carries the camera “ pose ” 
( extrinsic ) information that encodes the camera position and 
viewing angles in a matrix and the camera internal ( intrinsic ) 
parameters ( optical center , field of view , radial distortions ) . 
The 3D position of a pixel in a keyframe can be recovered 
by taking into account the depth of the pixel and the camera 
extrinsic and intrinsic parameters . See FIGS . 6 and 7 . 
[ 0072 ] Since the scene information is represented by a set 
of 2 - dimensional image / depth maps , it is suited for com 
pression by traditional image encoding techniques like JPG 
or PNG . For encoding the depth maps a lossless format ( like 
PNG ) should be chosen to avoid geometric error in the 
recovered model . Following that approach , a scene can be 
stored as a file comprising a general “ header ” section . The 
header may include among other things , meta - information 
about the scene , the data capture process and the global 
coordinate transformation . This may be followed by sections 
for each keyframe , each keyframe section storing , among 
other things , the keyframe camera extrinsic and intrinsic 
parameters and their color image and depth maps , encoded 
in an appropriate format . See FIG . 8 for examples . 
[ 0073 ] In addition to RGB- and depth - maps several other 
images may optionally be stored for each keyframe , includ 
ing masks and confidence maps . 

texture or salient points ) or artificial features such as specific 
physical target points in the scene for which the real - world 
location is known . Obtaining the transformation from the 
correspondences is usually formulated as a linear or gradi 
ent - based minimization problem and a solution is found 
using robustified linear solvers . 
[ 0076 ] In order to obtain the desired coordinate transform 
the disclosed invention makes use of artificial features in 
the form of physical scene targets for which the global 
position is known ) for correspondence creation . The artifi 
cial features currently in use are “ checkerboard ” targets 
which are four black and white squares ( 2 black and 2 white ) 
laid out in a checkerboard fashion and printed on a carrier 
material ( such as paper ) . Correspondences are created by 
first designating potential checkerboard features in the scene 
model and then identifying each potential checkerboard 
feature with a corresponding point in the global reference set 
( or discarding the detected candidate feature if it is not a 
physical target or not contained in the reference set ) . The 
method currently in use for identifying checkerboard targets 
in the scene consists of a cascade of checks , each check 
removing candidates from the set of potential checkerboard 
features for a given sensor input . The cascade starts with all 
points in the current sensor input being potential checker 
board features . The first check mechanism in the cascade is 
based on the “ Chess Corner Detector ” ( published here : 
http://goo.gl/mY10U ) . The second mechanism removes 
non - maximal points from the resulting set in terms of 
" Chescorthethird mechanism tcheckerboard 
image to the candidate point using ESM ( http : //ijr.sagepub . 
com / content / 26 / 7 / 661.short ) and an affine transformation 
model and the resulting error from a binarzed fit and the 
translational drift is used to reject candidates . The fourth 
stage fits two straight lines to the rectified fit ( starting with 
one horizontal and one vertical line ) and rejects based on 
photometric error and geometric fit deviation ( from hori 
zontal and vertical ) . 
[ 0077 ] Using the set of detected potential target features 
the identification of features with points in the reference 
database happens through user input . The user will thereby 
select a sub - selection of the current scene ( which is pre 
sented to him on the device screen ) and then tap on a target 
feature . The system will look for the closest detected target 
candidate in the set of candidates and " snap in ” the user 
selection to the closest such candidate . For the selected 
candidate the user then selects a corresponding target point 
from the reference list of actual targets . At least three such 
associations are necessary to start an automated fitting 
process that obtains the desired transformation using the 
correspondences . In the fitting process the system automati 
cally associates other target candidates with reference fea 
tures based on proximity using the current best estimate of 
the transform data . Likewise it rejects false candidates and 
matches based on the same metric . The transformfitting 
process uses a robustified linearized estimator that outputs 6 
parameters of updating transformation euclidean 
transformation . The initial estimate of the euclidean trans 
form is given by aligning the centroids of the associated 
detected and reference sets and then solving directly for the 
remaining rotation . 
[ 0078 ] Instead of simple checkerboard targets the system 
may use QR codes or so - called April - tags in future releases . 
Using QR codes or April - tags comes with the advantage of 

Semi - Automated Transform Determination Using Artificial 
Targets 

[ 0074 ] When a scene or object is scanned in 3D the 
acquired data lives in a local coordinate system as deter 
mined by the used sensor until it is determined where the 
data is located in a “ global ” coordinate system ( which could 
be a true global coordinate system in terms of latitude / 
longitude / height or any project - specific local coordinate 
system ) . This coordinate transformation from local to global 
can be described by a euclidean- or similarity - transform in 
3 dimensions and determining the exact parameters of that 
transform ( thus putting the data into its global context ) is 
essential for many real - world applications ( such as BIM or 
Augmented Reality ) . 
[ 0075 ] One method of finding the right transformation is 
establishing correspondences between world points and 
local points and then solving for the transformation that 
aligns these points . Methods for establishing correspon 
dence are usually based on natural geometric features ( cor 
ners , edges , planes , etc. ) , photometric features ( surface 
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being able to associate meta - data with each target which can 
be used to store project data at a particular spatial location . 

position April - tags or other QR - code or bar - code - like targets 
after capture in the 3D model by doing detection , identifi 
cation and positioning on the individual keyframes instead 
of the current RGB - D frame . Detected / Identified targets are 
visualized either as highlighted areas in the rendering of the 
3D point cloud or as highlighted areas in the keyframe 
images . 

Auto - Targeting on a Tablet or Mobile Device 

Target - Assisted Global Map - Optimization and 
Loop - Closure 
[ 0079 ] User - identified or automatically identified targets 
can assist the system in performing statistical global 
3D - model optimization . The identification of targets across 
keyframes in the model yields a hard constraint for the 
global optimization procedure in the sense that two scene 
points ( as marked by a target in separate keyframes ) must be 
the same point in global 3D space . These constraints can 
help enable more robust global optimization in the case of 
heavily misplaced input data ( such as when very large loops 
and / or distortions are present in the input data ) and improve 
model quality after global optimization . 
[ 0080 ] Instead of physical targets the user may also des 
ignate and identify scene points “ by hand ” by means of an 
appropriate visual user interface that allows for the precise 
selection of points . The user may additionally specify the 
desired usage of the designated scene points ( for assisting 
loop - closure , for improving model quality , etc. ) as some 
points may only be appropriate for some but not all usages . 

Scan - Appending Capabilities 
[ 0081 ] The system disclosed herein is capable of append 
ing data to a previously scanned area using automated 
localization . The user can load an existing scan into memory 
and select an area that he wants to start appending to . The 
system then goes into “ localization ” mode in which it 
attempts to identify the current sensor input ( the user point 
ing the device to the desired area ) with the selected area in 
the existing scan . The identification process is based on the 
regular keyframe alignment process as disclosed above with 
the difference of using a coarser - scale resolution as the 
bottom level in the “ coarse - to - fine ” alignment scheme in 
order to aid convergence from misaligned viewpoints . Once 
a suitable alignment between the current camera RGB - D 
frame and the desired keyframe is found ( based on an error 
metric consisting of geometric error and general scene 
geometric attributes ) , the system will switch back to regular 
scan operation and append to the scene / model as in regular 
scan operation . 
[ 0082 ] The described append functionality is capable of 
appending to a variety of existing 3D input data including 
but not limited to a ) existing 3D data captured with the 
disclosed device , b ) 3D data captured by a laser scanner , c ) 
3D data as created by 3D - modeling or CAD software . 

[ 0084 ] The system disclosed herein includes an ability in 
real or near real time to stitch spatial data based on an 
existing survey control network , as data is being collected or 
used as real - time validation and Geo - referencing . This 
includes the use of known survey targets or control in a 
scene , allowing the device to auto - locate or geo - reference to 
a reference coordinate system . The use of known survey 
targets or control system , and a method of displaying the fit 
of the network as the data is geo - referenced into the net 
work . A plane or control point is placed on the first target , 
allowing the user to accept or decline the point , as the second 
point is captured , the target or control location is updated , 
locating the captured data into the correct geo - referenced 
network . Once the third control point is located , the data is 
fit to the known points , and a value of the fit is applied to the 
scene , allowing the user to accept by continuing to fit more 
control points to the solution until he data meets the project 
requirements , by adding additional control points or remov 
ing points . 
[ 0085 ] The disclosed system includes the ability to use 
targets or control points without identification of labels or 
attributes , by using only the position of the target and the 
spatial offset between targets , and their angle to match 
existing points to imaged targets present in real - time RGB - D 
stream available to the tablet or mobile device . This includes 
the ability to search an image or spatial dataset for a group 
of points , based on shapes represented by CAD objects , 
allowing the spatial data to be transformed into a geo 
referenced coordinate plane as the data is collected . The 
system thus has the ability to load an existing scan or image 
into a tablet or mobile device , and to append to the original 
dataset or a group of data sets , and append new data and 
transform the newly collected data to the original dataset , 
while not using targets or control . The system thus has the 
ability to fit CAD shapes on a tablet or mobile device , using 
a ranging sensor and a camera to fit new CAD shapes to the 
existing data . 
Real - Time in - the - Field Differencing 
[ 0086 ] The disclosed system is capable of performing 
functionality based on the differencing of existing 3D data 
versus existing conditions . The differencing ability makes 
use of the system real - time append , ( re- ) localization and 3D 
alignment abilities to achieve registration between existing 
3D data and 3D ( or RGB - D ) data captured by the device . 

Target Detection and Identification 

General Principles 

[ 0083 ] The user identifies targets after capture by tapping 
clicking on an imaged target displayed in a keyframe's RGB 
data on the host device screen and entering the target ID . The 
system can automatically try to identify and position April 
tags or other QR - code or bar - code - like targets in the RGB - D 
stream available to the device upon user command . The user 
command is usually a simple button press upon which the 
system tries the described identification . Detected targets , 
codes , tags etc. are visualized to the user during scene 
capture by projecting their 3D position into 2D screen 
coordinates ( using the sensor pose and its camera intrinsic 
parameters ) and highlighting the area around the projected 
target point ( s ) . The system can also try to identify and 

[ 0087 ] While only a few embodiments of the present 
disclosure have been shown and described , it will be obvious 
to those skilled in the art that many changes and modifica 
tions may be made thereunto without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the present disclosure as described in the 
following claims . All patent applications and patents , both 
foreign and domestic , and all other publications referenced 
herein are incorporated herein in their entireties to the full 
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extent permitted by law . While the disclosure has been 
described in connection with certain preferred embodiments , 
other embodiments would be understood by one of ordinary 
skill in the art and are encompassed herein . 
[ 0088 ] The methods and systems described herein may be 
deployed in part or in whole through a machine that executes 
computer software , program codes , and / or instructions on a 
processor . The present disclosure may be implemented as a 
method on the machine , as a system or apparatus as part of 
or in relation to the machine , or as a computer program 
product embodied in a computer readable medium executing 
on one or more of the machines . The processor may be part 
of a server , client , network infrastructure , mobile computing platform , stationary computing platform , or other computing 
platform . A processor may be any kind of computational or 
processing device capable of executing program instruc 
tions , codes , binary instructions and the like . The processor 
may be or include a signal processor , digital processor , 
embedded processor , microprocessor or any variant such as 
a co - processor ( math co - processor , graphic coprocessor , 
communication co - processor and the like ) and the like that 
may directly or indirectly facilitate execution of program 
code or program instructions stored thereon . In addition , the 
processor may enable execution of multiple programs , 
threads , and codes . 
[ 0089 ] If more than one processing core is available , the 
threads may be executed simultaneously to enhance the 
performance of the processor and to facilitate simultaneous 
operations of the application . By way of implementation , 
methods , program codes , program instructions and the like 
described herein may be implemented in one or more thread . 
The thread may spawn other threads that may have assigned 
priorities associated with them ; the processor may execute 
these threads based on priority or any other order based on 
instructions provided in the program code . The processor 
may include memory that stores methods , codes , instruc 
tions and programs , non - transitory data , as described herein 
and elsewhere . The processor may access a storage medium 
through an interface that may store methods , codes , and 
instructions as described herein and elsewhere . The storage 
medium associated with the processor for storing methods , 
programs , codes , program instructions or other type of 
instructions capable of being executed by the computing or 
processing device may include but may not be limited to one 
or more of a CD - ROM , DVD , memory , hard disk , flash 
drive , RAM , ROM , cache and the like . 
[ 0090 ] A processor may include one or more cores that 
may enhance speed and performance of a multiprocessor . In 
embodiments , the process may be a dual core processor , 
quad core processors , other chip - level multiprocessor and 
the like that combine two or more independent cores ( called 
a die ) . The methods and systems described herein may be 
deployed in part or in whole through a machine that executes 
computer software on a server , client , firewall , gateway , hub , 
router , or other such computer and / or networking hardware . 
The software program may be associated with a server that 
may include a file server , print server , domain server , 
internet server , intranet server and other variants such as 
secondary server , host server , distributed server and the like . 
The server may include one or more of memories , proces 
sors , computer readable media , storage media , ports ( physi 
cal and virtual ) , communication devices , and interfaces 
capable of accessing other servers , clients , machines , and 
devices through a wired or a wireless medium , and the like . 

The methods , programs or codes as described herein and 
elsewhere may be executed by the server . In addition , other 
devices required for execution of methods as described in 
this application may be considered as a part of the infra 
structure associated with the server . 

[ 0091 ] The server may provide an interface to other 
devices including , without limitation , clients , other servers , 
printers , database servers , print servers , file servers , com 
munication servers , distributed servers and the like . Addi 
tionally , this coupling and / or connection may facilitate 
remote execution of program across the network . The net 
working of some or all of these devices may facilitate 
parallel processing of a program or method at one or more 
location without deviating from the scope of the disclosure . 
In addition , any of the devices attached to the server through 
an interface may include at least one storage medium 
capable of storing methods , programs , code and / or instruc 
tions . A central repository may provide program instructions 
to be executed on different devices . In this implementation , 
the remote repository may act as a storage medium for 
program code , instructions , and programs . 
[ 0092 ] The software program may be associated with a 
client that may include a file client , print client , domain 
client , internet client , intranet client and other variants such 
as secondary client , host client , distributed client and the 
like . The client may include one or more of memories , 
processors , computer readable media , storage media , ports 
( physical and virtual ) , communication devices , and inter 
faces capable of accessing other servers , machines , 
and devices through a wired or a wireless medium , and the 
like . The methods , programs or codes as described herein 
and elsewhere may be executed by the client . In addition , 
other devices required for execution of methods as described 
in this application may be considered as a part of the 
infrastructure associated with the client . 
[ 0093 ] The client may provide an interface to other 
devices including , without limitation , servers , other clients , 
printers , database servers , print servers , file servers , com 
munication servers , distributed servers and the like . Addi 
tionally , this coupling and / or connection may facilitate 
remote execution of program across the network . The net 
working of some or all of these devices may facilitate 
parallel processing of a program or method at one or more 
location without deviating from the scope of the disclosure . 
In addition , any of the devices attached to the client through 
an interface may include at least one storage medium 
capable of storing methods , programs , applications , code 
and / or instructions . A central repository may provide pro 
gram instructions to be executed on different devices . In this 
implementation , the remote repository may act as a storage 
medium for program code , instructions , and programs . 
[ 0094 ] The methods and systems described herein may be 
deployed in part or in whole through network infrastruc 
tures . The network infrastructure may include elements such 
as computing devices , servers , routers , hubs , firewalls , cli 
ents , personal computers , communication devices , routing 
devices and other active and passive devices , modules 
and / or components as known in the art . The computing 
and / or non - computing device ( s ) associated with the network 
infrastructure may include , apart from other components , a 
non - transitory storage medium such as flash memory , buffer , 
stack , RAM , ROM and the like . The processes , methods , 
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program codes , instructions described herein and elsewhere 
may be executed by one or more of the network infrastruc 
tural elements . 
[ 0095 ] The methods , program codes , and instructions 
described herein and elsewhere may be implemented on a 
cellular network having multiple cells . The cellular network 
may either be frequency division multiple access ( FDMA ) 
network or code division multiple access ( CDMA ) network . 
The cellular network may include mobile devices , cell sites , 
base stations , repeaters , antennas , towers , and the like . The 
cell network may be a GSM , GPRS , 3G , EVDO , mesh , or 
other networks types . 
[ 0096 ] The methods , programs codes , and instructions 
described herein and elsewhere may be implemented on or 
through mobile devices . The mobile devices may include 
navigation devices , cell phones , mobile phones , mobile 
personal digital assistants , laptops , palmtops , netbooks , pag 
ers , electronic books readers , music players and the like . 
These devices may include , apart from other components , a 
storage medium such as a flash memory , buffer , RAM , ROM 
and one or more computing devices . The computing devices 
associated with mobile devices may be enabled to execute 
program codes , methods , and instructions stored thereon . 
Alternatively , the mobile devices may be configured to 
execute instructions in collaboration with other devices . The 
mobile devices may communicate with base stations inter 
faced with servers and configured to execute program codes . 
The mobile devices may communicate on a peer to peer 
network , mesh network , or other communications network . 
The program code may be stored on the storage medium 
associated with the server and executed by a computing 
device embedded within the server . The base station may 
include a computing device and a storage medium . The 
storage device may store program codes and instructions 
executed by the computing devices associated with the base 
station . 
[ 0097 ] The computer software , program codes , and / or 
instructions may be stored and / or accessed on machine 
readable media that may include : computer components , 
devices , and recording media that retain digital data used for 
computing for some interval of time ; semiconductor storage 
known as random access memory ( RAM ) ; mass storage 
typically for more permanent storage , such as optical discs , 
forms of magnetic storage like hard disks , tapes , drums , 
cards and other types ; processor registers , cache memory , 
volatile memory , non - volatile memory ; optical storage such 
as CD , DVD ; removable media such as flash memory ( e.g. 
USB sticks or keys ) , floppy disks , magnetic tape , paper tape , 
punch cards , standalone RAM disks , Zip drives , removable 
mass storage , off - line , and the like ; other computer memory 
such as dynamic memory , static memory , read / write storage , 
mutable storage , read only , random access , sequential 
access , location addressable , file addressable , content 
addressable , network attached storage , storage area network , 
bar codes , magnetic ink , and the like . 
[ 0098 ] The methods and systems described herein may 
transform physical and / or or intangible items from one state 
to another . The methods and systems described herein may 
also transform data representing physical and / or intangible 
items from one state to another . The elements described and 
depicted herein , including in flow charts and block diagrams 
throughout the figures , imply logical boundaries between the 
elements . However , according to software or hardware engi 
neering practices , the depicted elements and the functions 

thereof may be implemented on machines through computer 
executable media having a processor capable of executing 
program instructions stored thereon as a monolithic software 
structure , as standalone software modules , or as modules 
that employ external routines , code , services , and so forth , or 
any combination of these , and all such implementations may 
be within the scope of the present disclosure . Examples of 
such machines may include , but may not be limited to , 
personal digital assistants , laptops , personal computers , 
mobile phones , other handheld computing devices , medical 
equipment , wired or wireless communication devices , trans 
ducers , chips , calculators , satellites , tablet PCs , electronic 
books , gadgets , electronic devices , devices having artificial 
intelligence , computing devices , networking equipment 
servers , routers and the like . Furthermore , the elements 
depicted in the flow chart and block diagrams or any other 
logical component may be implemented on a machine 
capable of executing program instructions . Thus , while the 
foregoing drawings and descriptions set forth functional 
aspects of the disclosed systems , no particular arrangement 
of software for implementing these functional aspects 
should be inferred from these descriptions unless explicitly 
stated or otherwise clear from the context . 
[ 0099 ] Similarly , it will be appreciated that the various 
steps identified and described above may be varied , and that 
the order of steps may be adapted to particular applications 
of the techniques disclosed herein . All such variations and 
modifications are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure . As such , the depiction and / or description of an 
order for various steps should not be understood to require 
a particular order of execution for those steps , unless 
required by a particular application , or explicitly stated or 
otherwise clear from the context . 
[ 0100 ] The methods and / or processes described above , 
and steps thereof , may be realized in hardware , software or 
any combination of hardware and software suitable for a 
particular application . The hardware may include a general 
purpose computer and / or dedicated computing device or 
specific computing device or particular aspect or component 
of a specific computing device . The processes may be 
realized in one or more microprocessors , microcontrollers , 
embedded microcontrollers , programmable digital signal 
processors or other programmable device , along with inter 
nal and / or external memory . The processes may also , or 
instead , be embodied in an application specific integrated 
circuit , a programmable gate array , programmable array 
logic , or any other device or combination of devices that 
may be configured to process electronic signals . It will 
further be appreciated that one or more of the processes may 
be realized as a cor ter executable code capable of being 
executed on a machine readable medium . 
[ 0101 ] The computer executable code may be created 
using a structured programming language such as C , an 
object oriented programming language such as C ++ , or any 
other high - level or low - level programming language ( in 
cluding assembly languages , hardware description lan 
guages , and database programming languages and technolo 
gies ) that may be stored , compiled or interpreted to run on 
one of the above devices , as well as heterogeneous combi 
nations of processors , processor architectures , or combina 
tions of different hardware and software , or any other 
machine capable of executing program instructions . 
[ 0102 ] Thus , in one aspect , each method described above 
and combinations thereof may be embodied in computer 
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executable code that , when executing on one or more 
computing devices , performs the steps thereof . In another 
aspect , the methods may be embodied in systems that 
perform the steps thereof , and may be distributed across 
devices in a number of ways , or all of the functionality may 
be integrated into a dedicated , standalone device or other 
hardware . In another aspect , the means for performing the 
steps associated with the processes described above may 
include any of the hardware and / or software described 
above . All such permutations and combinations are intended 
to fall within the scope of the present disclosure . 
[ 0103 ] While the disclosure has been disclosed in connec 
tion with the preferred embodiments shown and described in 
detail , various modifications and improvements thereon will 
become readily apparent to those skilled in the art . Accord 
ingly , the spirit and scope of the present disclosure is not to 
be limited by the foregoing examples , but is to be under 
stood in the broadest sense allowable by law . All documents 
referenced herein are hereby incorporated by reference . 
What is claimed is : 
1. A method comprising : 
capturing an image in digital data with a camera ; 
storing digital data of the image on a non - transitory 
computer readable medium ; 

extracting gray values from image color channels of the 
image digital data ; 

creating image pyramids from the grey values and from 
depth data of the digital data ; 

computing a scene fitness value using the image pyra 
mids ; 

predicting a camera pose ; 
aligning the image with each element of a first subset of 

selected keyframes , yielding an aligned pose and also 
yielding a quantity of poses and a corresponding quan 
tity of overlap values with respect to the selected 
keyframes ; 

computing a new camera pose estimate using the aligned 
image and the quantity of poses and the quantity of 
overlap values ; 

creating a keyframe from the digital data of the image 
using the new camera pose estimate when desired ; 

after the keyframe is created , selecting a second subset of 
keyframes different from the first subset of keyframes 
and repeating the step of aligning with each keyframe 
of the second subset of keyframes to yield a plurality of 
pose values and overlap values ; 

deciding for each element of the selected first subset of 
keyframes and the selected second subset of keyframes 
whether new links are required to the keyframe in a 
keyframe pose graph ; and 

linking the keyframes . 


